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In 2003 Dry Mix Plant was set up to engage the best technology to introduce products like Ready Mix Plasters, Ramco Tile Fix, and Ramco Super Fine Putty. Based on the excellent response from leading builders / customers we commenced production of customized products to suit specific needs of customers. Today the Dry Mix business has evolved to offer 18 variants of Dry Mortar products all indigenously developed in our state of the art plant at Sripuranthuvur near Chennai.

**Ready Mix Plasters**: We are today in a position to offer 6 variants in our cement sand based ready mix plasters. Apart from achieving high accuracy in proportions of cement, graded sand and additives, we have moved on to offer a unique and perhaps the only one of its kind SELF CURING PLASTER.

**Ramco Self Curing Plaster**: The conventional practice of Manual curing of conventional plasters at construction sites is labour centric and prone to errors. We at Dry Mix Division have studied this area in great depth and come up with RAMCO SELF CURING PLASTERS. In addition to a homogenous mix of cement and graded sand, SPECIAL CURING COMPOUNDS are introduced in RAMCO SELF CURING PLASTERS which ensures 100% CURING PROPERTIES. Packed in a 40 Kgs bag, this product is very application friendly and cost effective. In these times of challenges in availability of labour and shortage of water which is a fast depleting resource the RAMCO SELF CURING PLASTER comes as a blessing in disguise.

**Ramco Tile Fix**: Ramco Tile Fix also affords 5 variants based on type of Tiles and application from T2 to T6. The Ramco Cements Limited is one of the very few CEMENT MANUFACTURERS offering Tile Adhesives which gives a batch to batch consistency.

**Ramco Super Bond**: Ramco Super Bond is the latest in the line of product innovation from Dry Mix Division. It is a cement sand premixed product available in a 25 Kgs bag which will provide a perfect bonding for ceiling plaster/any plaster over concrete surfaces. It attempts to replace the existing conventional practise of HACKING which weakens the concrete and creates internal damage. Ramco SUPER BOND also helps reduce dependency on labour and saves time spent on HACKING.

**Ramco Thick Bed Mortar**: Ramco Thick Bed Mortar is a cement sand premixed product which forms the perfect underlayment for your expensive Tiles. With M SAND and other alternates increasingly being used in the conventional practise, RAMCO THICK BED MORTAR offers a quality solution to prevent de-bonding of Tiles and other related quality complaints.

**Ramco Super Fine Putty**: This is a cement based putty which offers excellent bonding to substrate and resistance to moisture. It is an all season player and does not flinch under any weather condition.

**Ramco Block Fix**: Ramco Block Fix is a Polymer Fortified Block Adhesive suitable for all kinds of blocks. The product offers the most economical way to lay AAC BLOCKS, FLYASH BLOCKS, CONCRETE BLOCKS. A 3mm thin bed application replaces the 15mm thick bed conventional application for fixing blocks.

**Ramco Plastering Compound**: This is a product which is a cement lime mix which is a replacement to ordinary cement for plastering and non-structural applications. Ramco Plastering Compound is perhaps the only product of its kind with cement and lime which is specifically designed for plastering and all non-structural applications.